
Introduction to computers

ASSIGNMENT SHEET

1 – Interacting with the computer

• Show to the instructors   the Inkscape document that you have produced while 

watching the video

2 - Common functions of programs

• Programs have to be closed. Show to the instructors the file with the Inkscape 

documents (one for shapes, one for text) that you have produced while 

watching the video. Show it in its folder and then open them from Inkscape.

• If there is a printer in the academy, print the two documents (one for shapes, 

one for text).

• Show to the instructors   how you copy and paste shapes in the same Inkscape 

document and modify them, and how you paste shapes into a new document. 

Same thing for cut and paste.

3 – My first graphic design

• Produce a button like the one in the video, or if you want to try some changes 

it’s fine, but always used the same techniques: rounded rectangle, gradients, 

shadow, text. You should save it in your personal folder.



4 – Introduction to word processing

• Produce an OpenOffice Writer document like the one in the video and save it in 

your personal folder.

• Produce an OpenOffice Writer document with three paragraphs (each paragraph 

containing at least 4 lines each) describing the town in which you live, and save 

it in your personal folder.

• Show to the instructor   how you would insert missing text and how you would 

delete a text after selecting it.

• In the folder of the tutorial you can find 2 documents in English and 2 

documents in Swahili. Choose 2 of them, the ones that you prefer, and type 

each of them into a new document, and save them in your personal folder.

5 – Formatting text

• In the folder of the tutorial you can find the document “Nelson Mandela Quotes”. 

Modify it in a way that you show different formatting modifications (font, size, 

bold, italics, underline, alignment, indents and color)

• In the folder of the tutorial you can find 2 documents that you have to produce, 

one is an employment application letter, and the other one is a curriculum vitae.

• Write your own curriculum vitae in just one page. Use the language that you 

think is more appropriate to you for the future use of the document.

• In the folder of the tutorial you can find a sub-folder named “Microsoft Word 

Practice”. Open the program Microsoft Word and open the document called 

“Unformatted document” and format it in the same way that you can see in the 

document called “Formatted document”.

6 – Some important features of word processing

• Produce the same 4 documents that are explained in the video: 3 documents 

with the images inserted in each of the individual quote documents, plus the 



combined document called “My favorite quotes”

• Include a picture of yours in your curriculum vitae produced in lesson 5.

7 – Exploring the Web

• Let's suppose you want to travel to Mozambique. Search for this term in 

wikitravel.org. Produce an OpenOffice Writer document in which you paste text 

from the website related to:

• The main cities of Mozambique with a brief description of each one

• Information on scuba diving in Pemba. You can access it by clicking on 

some blue text talking about other destinations in Mozambique

• Where to eat in Tofo Beach. You can access it by clicking on some blue text 

talking about other destinations in Mozambique

• Get into the website of the Kenyan newspaper Daily Nation (nation.co.ke). 

Produce an OpenOffice Writer document in which you paste text from the 

website related to:

• Explore into News > World, choose one of the articles, copy the text and 

one of the images and paste them into your document

• Explore into Sports > Football, choose one of the articles, copy the text 

and one of the images and paste them into your document

• With the help of the Search bar, search for the articles where the term 

“Arsenal” is used, select one of them and copy it into your document

• Let's suppose you have a family member that went to the doctor. She has been 

diagnosed “Uterine Fibroids”. Using the “search bar”, search for this term in the 

Website called webmd.com to understand more about this disease. Produce an 

OpenOffice Writer document in which you paste text from the website related 

to:

• The cause of fibroids

• Surgery of fibroids



• Detailed information on Myomectomy. You can access it by clicking on 

some blue text when reading about surgery of fibroids

• Search for a slideshow of uterine fibroids, copy two images from it and 

paste them into your document

• Let's suppose you have a problem with your elbow; you are unable to move it 

and feel a lot of instability in its movement. You want to know what are the 

possible conditions that make you have these symptoms. Go to webmd.com 

and click on “Symptoms”, then introduce your gender and age, click on the box 

that says “I have read and agree to WebMD's privacy policy”, and finally click on 

“Submit”. On the image of the body, first click on “back view” and then select 

the arm and then the elbow. Then add the two symptoms described and check 

the last column “possible conditions”. Select the most likely condition (marked 

by the longest blue bar). Produce an OpenOffice Writer document in which you 

paste text from the website related to:

• An overview of the condition

• What to expect

• When to see your doctor

• Questions to ask to your doctor

8 – Some very useful websites

• Wikipedia

• Search for the term “Mitochondria” and produce a document addressing 

the following questions:

• Copy and paste the two first paragraphs of the article. Clean the 

text, deleting citation numbers and restoring to default formatting to 

remove the blue colors

• Copy and paste the image with two mitochondria

• Using the “Find” function (Ctrl+F), search how do mitochondria and 

epilepsy relate? Copy and paste the paragraphs that are relevant to 



it

• Using the “Find” function (Ctrl+F), find the term “aging process”, 

and move to the selection related to citation number 133. Click on 

this reference and you will get a new page with more information on 

the topic. In this new page, also using the “Find” function (Ctrl+F), 

find a paragraph talking about the term “protofection”, copy the 

paragraph and paste it in the document

• Also using the “Find” function (Ctrl+F), answer to this question: 

when did David Keilin win the Copley Medal? Copy the web address 

in which you can see this information and paste it into your 

document

• Search for the term “Churchill” and produce a document addressing the 

following questions:

• Find the chapter on Cuba and copy and paste it. Clean the text, 

deleting citation numbers and restoring to default formatting to 

remove the blue colors

• Copy and paste a photograph of Churchill in 1900

• Using the “Find” function (Ctrl+F), answer in what year did the Siege 

of Malakand take place? Copy and paste the paragraph in which you 

find the answer. Also, copy the web address in which you can see 

this information and paste it into your document

• Wikimedia Commons

• Search for “pink flower in Brazil”. After checking the licensing, download 

and copy and paste in a new document one image with the lowest 

resolution possible and another image with the highest resolution possible

• Google Translate

• Use Google Translate to translate your curriculum vitae into English or into 

your local language, if it exists in Google Translate. Refine the results 

provided by the application and produce a document that you can use in 

the future if needed.



• Even if your local language is not in Google Translate, search in Wikipedia 

for an article in Kiswahili related to U.S. President Obama, and translate 

the first paragraph into English with the help of Google Translate. Refine 

the results, copy them and paste into a document

9 – Searching the Web

• Using the website www.google.com, prepare a document answering these 

questions:

• Provide an image of the largest animal in the world. Also, copy the web 

address in which you found this image and paste it at the bottom of the 

image

• Why trees are green? Provide information from three different websites 

and don't forget to copy and paste the web addresses of each one of them

• Suppose you want to go to Nairobi to spend the next weekend. Try to find 

a flight from your nearest airport to Nairobi, keep that information using 

the snipping tool and paste it into your document. Do the same thing for a 

a mid-range hotel in Nairobi, and make sure to read some of the reviews 

in www.tripadvisor.com to check if you like it or not. Copy with the 

snipping tool the review that you consider most relevant to you and paste 

it into your document

• Provide the full list of secondary schools in Lamu County

• Suppose you want to open a shop for selling fruit. You want to inspire 

yourself with some images of other fruit shops. Search in Google and go to 

“Images” to get inspiration. Select three photographs and copy and paste 

them into your document

• Suppose you work as a teacher for small kids. You want to get images of 

numbers for printing them and being colored by the kids. Select three of 

them and copy and paste them into your document.

• Search in “Images” for a map of how Kenya is divided into different 

counties

http://www.google.com/
http://www.tripadvisor.com/


• Suppose you are in Mombasa and you want to go from Moi Avenue to 

Kiembeni Estate Primary School. Search in Google for “Mombasa” and go 

to “Maps”. When you see the map, click on “Get directions” and type the 

origin and destination of your route. When the route is calculated, use the 

snipping tool to copy the map of the route and paste it into your document 

(if needed use the zoom tool +/- at the upper left part of the map). Also, 

use the snipping tool to get a copy of the complete driving directions. 

Lastly, answer how many minutes would it take you by car

• Suppose you are in Nairobi and want to travel to Kampala. Using Google 

Maps calculate the route. When the route is calculated, use the snipping 

tool to copy the map of the route and paste it into your document (if 

needed use the zoom tool +/- at the upper left part of the map). Also, 

answer these questions: What is the distance in kms/miles? Write the 

main towns through which you will be passing

10 – Using Email

• Send the first email of the video (“My first email”) to the first email that your 

instructor gave to you for practicing.

• Send the second email of the video (“New email for two addresses”) to the two 

emails that your instructor gave to you for practicing.

• Modify the document “Mars” that the instructor will send to you, inserting a title 

with a nice format at the beginning, and an image of Mars that you select from 

the Web at the end. Reply two the previous email attaching the modified 

document.

• Following the video, create the folders “Family” and “Job” and move the emails 

that you receive from your instructor

FINAL PROJECT

• Produce a two-page document as the conclusion of a Web search that addresses 

some topic of your personal interest, or which you think could be interesting for 



future DigOpps' students to explore. Format the document in a professional way, 

including a title and some images that you may find relevant. At the end of the 

document, please copy and paste the web addresses from which you have 

copied the information contained in the document.

• Please fill the questionnaire that will be provided by your instructor about 

your satisfaction with the course.

• Send the document to the following email of the DigOpps organization in Spain: 

digopps@digitalopportunities.org, and to your instructor.

• After some days, you will be receiving an email from DigOpps Spain with a copy 

of your certificate of completion of the course.

THANKS A LOT FOR BEING A DIGOPPS STUDENT !!!

WE HOPE YOU LEARNT A LOT !!!

mailto:digopps@digitalopportunities.org

